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Abstract—Grid-forming converters are widely envisioned to
be the cornerstone of future converter-dominated power systems.
However, standard grid forming (GFM) control strategies assume
a fully controllable source with enough headroom behind the
converter and only implicitly address renewable generation limits
through the converter limits. This can lead to instabilities on time
scales of both primary and secondary frequency control and jeop-
ardize the safe and reliable operation of electric power systems.
In this work, we leverage the recently proposed dual-port GFM
control that maps power imbalances in the grid to the power
generation interfaced by the power converter. We show that this
mechanism allows for considering and transparently addressing
limits of renewable generation (e.g., solar photovoltaics and wind)
in primary and secondary frequency control. We illustrate that
renewable generation using dual-port GFM control can directly
integrate into prevailing secondary control methods such as
automatic generation control (AGC). Moreover, we discuss the
limitations of standard AGC when one or more areas of a power
system are dominated by renewable generation and propose an
anti-windup strategy to address the power generation limits of
renewables. Finally, we verify our findings in a time-domain,
electromagnetic transient (EMT) simulation.

Index Terms—Dual-port grid-forming control, secondary con-
trol, renewable generation, power system stability

I. INTRODUCTION

A major transition in the operation of electrical power
system is the replacement of the conventional, fuel-based
power generation interfaced via synchronous machines by
distributed renewable generation interfaced via dc/ac power
converters. To ensure reliable and stable grid operation of
the system with a significant amount of converter-interfaced
renewable generation, primary and secondary control functions
of synchronous generators need to be provided through the
controls of the dc/ac power converters and curtailed renewable
generation and/or energy storage. In contrast to machine-
interfaced generation that stabilizes the electrical power sys-
tems through a combination of the physical properties (e.g.,
rotational inertia) and controls (e.g., speed-governor control),
today’s grid-following converter-interfaced renewable genera-
tion is typically controlled to maximize power output and can
jeopardize system’s reliability and stability [1], [2].

The primary frequency control acts on a timescale of
milliseconds to seconds. Control algorithms for a dc/ac power
converters can be broadly categorized into i) grid following
(GFL) and ii) grid forming (GFM) control. Loosely speaking,
GFL control implicitly assumes that the converter’s ac terminal

is connected to an infinite ac bus providing a well-defined
and stable ac voltage waveform and typically controls the
voltage at converter’s dc terminal to implement maximum
power point tracking. However, the ac terminal voltage cannot
be treated as an infinite ac bus and standard GFL control using
a synchronous reference frame (SRF) phase-locked loop (PLL)
may jeopardize system stability [3], [4]. On the other hand,
GFM control [5]–[7] imposes a well-defined and stable ac
voltage waveform on the grid and provides reliable primary
frequency control. However, standard GFM controls proposed
in the literature neglect the limits of the converter’s power
source and may also destabilize the system [8]. In contrast,
the recently proposed dual-port GFM control paradigm [9]–
[11] does not assume a fully controllable power source behind
the converter. Conceptually, the dual-port GFM control maps
imbalances in the power system to the power source by
mapping ac frequency deviations to dc voltage deviations and
thus providing bidirectional grid support [9]–[11].

While primary control arrests frequency deviations on
timescales of milliseconds to seconds, the goal of secondary
frequency control is to restore the system frequency to its
nominal value after an event. The prevailing secondary control
approach in transmission systems is so-called automatic gen-
eration control that i) returns the system to a stable post-event
operating point with nominal frequency, and ii) restores the
power exchange between the synchronous inter-areas to their
scheduled values. This implicitly rebalances the short term
energy (i.e., kinetic energy stored in the machine rotor).

In contrast, in the context of microgrids, different real-
izations of secondary control methods (e.g., centralized, dis-
tributed, decentralized secondary control) have been developed
that account for intermittency of renewable generation (e.g.,
see [12] and references therein). All of those methods rely
on microgrid communication infrastructure which introduces
scalability challenges. Furthermore, challenges such as clock
drifts, cyber-security threats, etc., are also introduced [12].
Finally, secondary control methods for microgrids do not con-
sider power exchange between different synchronous areas and
typically do not explicitly account for the power generation
interfaced by the power converter [12].

In contrast to previous work on dual-port GFM control, this
work investigate integrating renewable generation with GFM
control into conventional AGC while explicitly taking into



account the power generation limits of renewables. Concep-
tually, in bulk-systems, the AGC can update the power set-
point of standard GFM controls. However, if the renewable
generation interfaced by standard GFM controls does not
have sufficient flexibility the system may become unstable
on AGC timescales [8]. Therefore, additional energy storage
(e.g., batteries), internal energy storage of renewables (e.g., the
kinetic energy stored in a wind turbine), and curtailment (i.e.,
operation below maximal power point) are needed to guarantee
safe and stable grid operation on time scales of both primary
and secondary frequency control.

In this context, an important feature of the dual-port GFM
control is that it maps power imbalances to the power source
and makes the internal energy storage of converters [11] and
dynamics and inherent energy storage of power generation [9]
transparent at the system-level. We leverage these features to
account for the limits (e.g., speed limit of the wind turbine
(WT), dc voltage limits in a photovoltaic (PV) system, wind
turbine pitch motor time constant, etc.) of the converter-
interfaced renewable generation. In particular, using energy-
balancing dual-port GFM, it becomes clear that the power
generation interfaced by a converter needs to be dispatched
instead of dispatching the power conversion (i.e., power con-
verter). In this work, we demonstrate that AGC of dual-port
GFM control replaces standard AGC functions of conventional
synchronous machine-interfaced generation. Moreover, due to
their intermittent nature, the converter-interfaced renewable
generation might not have enough headroom to respond to
power imbalances within their synchronous area. In this case,
the AGC has to account for the fact that generation within
the synchronous area may reach its power limits. In that case,
continuing to integrate the area control error (ACE) will result
in integrator windup. Consequently, when the generation is
no longer limited, the system may take a very long time to
return to its nominal operating point and, during this time, may
be vulnerable to disturbances. To overcome this obstacle, we
implement an anti-windup strategy that only requires aggregate
information about the limits of renewable generation in each
area. The proposed control provides a standard secondary con-
trol response when sufficient reserves are available and ensures
stability when the converter-interfaced renewable generation
reaches its limits. Finally, we validate and demonstrate our
findings using time-domain EMT simulation.

II. MODELING

In this section, we introduce our model of power conversion
elements and renewable generation.

A. Power conversion

We model i) mechanical to electrical conversion via syn-
chronous machines and ii) electrical to electrical conversion
via two-level voltage source converters (2L-VSC).

1) Synchronous machine: We use the standard, reduced-
order swing equation model given by

d
dtθr,l = ωr,l, Jlωr,l

d
dtωr,l = Pg,l − Psm,l, (1)

Irradiation, temperature

dc/ac PV

PMSG
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b)

Blade pitch angle (    ),  wind speed

 

Fig. 1. a) PV system with dc/ac power converter and PV modeled via
its equivalent electrical circuit, b) PMSG wind turbine with back-to-back
converter connection.

where ωr,l ∈ R and Pg,l ∈ R are machine rotor frequency and
mechanical power applied to the machine rotor. The machine
inertia is modeled by Jl ∈ R>0.

2) dc/ac power converter: While our results apply to more
complex voltage source converter topologies, such as modular-
multilevel converters (see [11]), for brevity of presentation,
we consider a lossless, averaged, 2L-VSC with dc-link charge
dynamics given by

cl
d
dtvl = −Pac,l − Pdc,l. (2)

The dc voltage and capacitance are denoted by vl ∈ R≥0 and
cl ∈ R>0, while Pac,l ∈ R and Pdc,l ∈ R denote the ac and dc
active power injections. Typically, references for the ac voltage
magnitude Vac,l ∈ R>0 and ac voltage phase angle θac,l ∈ R>0

are tracked by inner converter controls. While, the reference
for the ac voltage magnitude Vac,l is provided by standard Q-V
droop control [6], the reference for the ac voltage phase angle
θac,l remains as a control input for the dual-port GFM control
(see Sec. III-A).

B. Renewable generation

For brevity of the presentation, we model two prevailing
renewable generation technologies: i) solar photovoltaics and
ii) wind generation (see Sec. III-B for curtailment strategies).

1) Solar photovoltaics: A single-stage solar photovoltaic
(PV) system, depicted in Fig. 1 a), consists of a dc/ac power
converter and PV modules. The dc/ac power converter modu-
lates the dc capacitor voltage at the PV terminal into an ac volt-
age waveform (ac voltage magnitude Vac,l and ac voltage phase
angle θac,l). Moreover, the power output of the PV modules
is a non-linear function of the solar irradiation, temperature,
and dc voltage at the PV terminal. We use the single-diode
equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 1 a) to model PV’s power
output as a function of the dc voltage (cf. [13]). For a constant
temperature of 25◦C and different solar irradiation, Fig. 2 a)
illustrates the PV’s power-dc voltage characteristic. Given the
nominal operating point (v?l , P

?
g,l), the linearized PV model is

Pg,l = P ?g,l − kg,l(vl − v?l ). (3)
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Fig. 2. Steady-state power generation Pg,l as a) a function of dc voltage vl
and solar irradiation for PV, and b) a function of rotor speed ωr,l and wind
speed for a WT. Circles denote the MPP, and triangles denote a curtailed
operating point (e.g., 90% MPP).

The sensitivity of the PV source is denoted by the constant
kg,l ∈ R≥0 which can be obtained by linearizing the PV’s
power-dc voltage characteristic in Fig. 2 a) around the oper-
ating point (v?l , P

?
g,l) (cf. [9]). For a single-stage PV system

operated at the maximal power point (MPP), i.e., v?l = vMPP
l ,

kg,l = 0. In contrast, if v?l > vMPP
l (e.g., triangle in ) then,

kg,l > 0. In other words, when operating the PV system at the
MPP, the sensitivity kg,l is zero.

2) Wind power generation: For brevity of the presenta-
tion we consider a permanent magnet synchronous generator
(PMSG) wind turbine with a back-to-back converter connec-
tion, depicted in Fig. 1 b). Conceptually, the PMSG (modeled
via (1)) converts the mechanical power generated by the wind
turbine Pg,l ∈ R≥0 to the electrical Ppmsg,l ∈ R≥0. The power
flowing out of the PMSG and into the converter is implicitly
controlled via machine-side converter (MSC) while the power
flowing into the grid is implicitly controlled via grid-side
converter (GSC).

The dynamics of a wind turbine are given by (cf. [14])

Tβ,l
d
dtβl = −βl + βu,l, Pg =

1

2
ρlπR

2
lCp,l(λl, βl)v

3
w,l, (4)

where ρl ∈ R>0 and Rl ∈ R>0 denote the air density and
the rotor radius, while vw,l ∈ R>0 denotes the wind speed.
A function Cp,l : R>0 × R>0 → R>0 models the fraction
of the wind power captured as a function of the blade pitch
angle βl ∈ R≥0 and a tip speed ratio λl = Rlωr,l/vw,l where
ωr,l ∈ R≥0 is the PMSG rotor frequency. The blade pitch
angle reference is obtained using the controller βu,l := β?l +
kbp,l(ωl − ω?l ), with nominal operating point β?l ∈ R≥0 and
gain kbp,l ∈ R≥0 (cf. [10]). Consequently, the power output of

a wind turbine has a non-linear dependence on the wind speed,
blade pitch angle and rotor speed. By linearizing the non-linear
dynamics (4), around the operating point (ω?r,l, P

?
g,l), we obtain

the following dynamics

Tg,l
d
dtPβ,l = −(Pβ,l − P

?
β,l)− kβ,l(βl − β?l ), (5a)

Pg,l = P ?g,l − kg,l(ωl − ω?l ) + Pβ,l − Pβ,l? . (5b)

The sensitivities of the wind turbine power generation with
respect to the rotor frequency and blade pitch angle are
denoted by kg,l ∈ R≥0 and kβ,l ∈ R≥0. While the total
generated power is denoted via Pg,l ∈ R≥0, Pβ,l ∈ R denotes
the change in power generation due to changes in blade pitch
angle. For zero blade pitch angle, and different wind speeds,
the power-machine rotor speed characteristic is illustrated in
Fig. 2 b). If P ?g,l = PMPP

g,l , kg,l = 0, otherwise kg,l > 0. In
other words, when operating the wind turbine at the MPP, the
sensitivity kg,l is zero.

III. ENERGY-BALANCING DUAL-PORT GFM CONTROL &
OPERATING POINTS OF RENEWABLE GENERATION

In this section, we introduce the energy-balancing dual-port
GFM control and discuss strategies to select the operating
points of renewable generation.

A. Energy-balancing dual-port GFM control

To obtain the ac voltage phase angle reference, we use
the recently proposed energy-balancing dual-port GMF con-
trol [9]–[11]

ωl − ω?l = kd,l
d
dt (vl − v

?
l ) + kω,l(vl − v?l ). (6)

The proportional and derivative feedback gains from the dc
voltage deviation to the ac frequency deviation are denoted via
kω,l ∈ R>0 and kd,l ∈ R>0. In principle, the mapping between
the dc voltage and ac frequency maps the signals that indicate
power imbalances on both terminals of the converter. Hence,
by coupling the dc voltage and ac frequency, power imbalances
are directly mapped to the power generation interfaced by the
converter (cf. [9], [10]). As we will see next, only dc voltage
or rotor frequency operating points are needed to rebalance the
renewable generation and its inherent internal energy storage.

B. Operating points of renewable generation

The majority of renewable generation deployed today is
grid-following and controlled to track the MPP. However, to
address variations in the power generation and/or load, with
the renewable generation at the MPP a significant amount of
energy storage (e.g., battery) is required. Alternatively, the
inherent energy storage of renewable generation (e.g., the
kinetic energy stored in wind turbines) and curtailment can
be used. While medium- and long-term energy storage (e.g.,
batteries) are needed to provide ancillary services and handle
variability on time-scales beyond the secondary control their
limited power to energy ratio and degradation due to rapid cy-
cling pose challenges on timescales of primary and secondary
control. Therefore, this work investigates how to leverage
the inherent energy storage of wind turbines and curtailment

3



P ?g,l < PMPP
g,l , i.e., operation at power generation P ?g,l below the

maximal power point (MPP) PMPP
g,l . For instance, for PV, P ?g,l

is typically chosen between 80%PMPP
g,l and PMPP

g,l [15]. For PV,
curtailment can be achieved either by operating a PV system
above (v?l > vMPP

l ) or below (v?l < vMPP
l ) the dc voltage

corresponding to the MPP dc voltage (see Fig. 2 a)) [9].
Similarly, curtailment of a wind generation can be achieved
either by operating wind turbine above (ω?r,l > ωMPP

r,l ) or below
(ω?r,l < ωMPP

r,l ) the rotor speed corresponding to the MPP rotor
frequency (see Fig. 2 b)) [9], [10]. Due to the inherent dynamic
instability of the operating points below the rotor speed or dc
voltage corresponding to the MPP, we focus on curtailment
achieved by choosing v?l > vMPP

l and ω?r,l > ωMPP
r,l .

1) Single-stage PV: The operating point for the single-stage
PV system in Fig. 1 a) is prescribed through the dc voltage
set-point v?dc,l. For a curtailed PV system (vl > vMPP

l ), distur-
bance that occurs in the ac network induces the ac network
frequency deviation ωδ,l := ωl − ω?l . Dual-port GFM control
maps the frequency deviation ωδ,l into a dc voltage deviation
vδ,l := vl − v?l . Moreover, the PV power output responds to
the dc voltage deviation vδ,l according to (3). Consequently,
by using dual-port GFM control, if the PV is curtailed, a
drop in ac system frequency directly results in an increase
in PV power generation according to the power-dc voltage
characteristic (see Fig. 2 a)). Thus, the steady-state response
of the PV power generation to an ac frequency deviation is
given by Pg,l = P ?g,l − κ

−1
P,vωδ,l, i.e., κ−1

P,v := kg,l/kω,l is the
frequency control gain (see [9]).

2) Wind generation: While curtailment of wind generation
can be achieved through the pitch blade angle and/or through
the rotor speed, in this work, we prioritize curtailment through
the rotor speed to leverage the significant amounts of kinetic
energy that can be stored in the PMSG rotor [10], [16].

In a case of the back-to-back connected wind turbine, as in
Fig. 1 b), that is curtailed through the rotor speed (ωr,l >
ωMPP
r,l ), we consider GSC and MSC controlled via energy-

balancing dual-port GFM. In principle, using the energy-
balancing dual-port GFM control on GSC, the ac network
frequency deviation ωgsc

δ,l := ωgsc
l − ωgsc?

δ,l is mapped to the
dc voltage deviation vδ,l. Next, through the energy-balancing
dual-port GFM control on MSC, vδ,l is mapped to the fre-
quency deviation ωmsc

δ,l := ωmsc
l − ωmsc?

δ,l of the MSC that is
identical to the rotor speed deviation ωr,δ,l := ωr,l − ω?r,l.
Consequently, the wind turbine power output changes accord-
ing to the rotor speed deviation ωr,δ,l (see Fig. 1 b)). Overall,
the steady-state response of a back-to-back connected wind
generation to an ac network frequency deviation is given by
Pg,l = P ?g,l−κ

−1
P,ωωδ,l, i.e., κ−1

P,ω := (kmsc
ω,l (kg,l+kβ,lkbp,l))/k

gsc
ω,l

is the frequency control gain (see [10]).
3) Renewable generation at the MPP: If renewable gen-

eration is operated at MPP (i.e., v?l = vMPP
l and ω?r,l =

ωMPP
r,l ), then kg,l = 0. Hence, the frequency control gains

1/κP,v=1/κP,ω are zero and the renewable generation does
not respond to frequency deviations and power imbalances in
the ac system. In other words, dual-port GFM control exhibits
approximate MPP tracking when v?l = vMPP

l and ω?r,l = ωMPP
r,l

(see [9], [10] for further details).

IV. REVIEW OF SECONDARY CONTROL

For large-scale power systems, the prevailing secondary
control mechanism is automatic generation control (AGC).
In other words, within each synchronous area, a centralized
controller is used to restore frequency to its nominal value ω?

by redispatching the power generation while accounting for
the power exchange PT,i with the neighboring areas. While
slightly different realizations of the secondary controller (e.g.,
integral, proportional-integral) are used in practice, in this
work we focus on a centralized proportional-integral controller
as detailed in [17]. Using the measurements of the frequency
and power exchange with the neighboring areas, the area
control error (ACE) for each area i is computed as

yACE,i = PT,i − P ?T,i +Bi(ω − ω?). (7)

The scheduled power exchange is P ?T,i ∈ R and Bi ∈ R>0 is
the balancing authority bias which it is typically selected to be
equal to the aggregate primary frequency control gain of each
area. This choice of control gain ensures that the secondary
control only responds to the contingencies within its own area.
Finally, the standard, centralized PI secondary controller, that
computes the incremental power change Ps,i ∈ R of the power
generation dispatch within the area is given by

PAGC,i = βiyACE,i + xI , TAGC,i
d
dtxI = yACE,i. (8)

The power increment PAGC,i is distributed to each unit par-
ticipating in the secondary control based on its participation
factors αl. In other words, the change in power set-point
for the device with index l is αlPAGC,i. To ensure that each
control area can be re-balanced for a predefined set of credible
contingencies, at present, sufficient secondary control reserves
are acquired through market mechanisms.

V. PROBLEM SET-UP

In contrast to conventional power generation that can be
fully dispatched within its rated power, the capabilities of
renewable generation depend on environmental conditions
such as solar irradiation, temperature, wind speed, etc. We
refer to the ability of the converter-interfaced renewable gen-
eration to respond to power imbalances in the grid as the
flexibility of a renewable generation. The curtailment strategy
(see Sec. III-B) and inherent internal storage of the renewable
generation are sources of flexibility. In particular, the internal
storage of the converter-interfaced power generation is the
energy stored in the system (e.g., state-of-charge of a battery,
kinetic energy stored in a wind turbine). Nevertheless, limits
of the renewable generation have to be taken into account.
Renewable generation limits can be broadly categorized into
quasi-static and dynamic response limits. The quasi-static
limits encompass upper and lower limits on the energy states
(e.g., speed limits on a wind turbine, state-of-charge limits on
battery, dc voltage limits in a PV system), and maximum (e.g.,
MPP of PV or wind) and minimum (e.g., back feeding power
into a PV module) power generation capability. In contrast,
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dynamic response capabilities of the power source include the
power generation dynamics and/or response time (e.g., pitch
motor time constant of a wind turbine) and additional filters
in the control loops of the power generation (e.g., to avoid
mechanical damage to a wind turbine).

Apart from the renewable generation limits, the dc/ac
power converter is subject to power and current limits. The
standard approach in the literature is to attempt to address
the quasi-static power generation limits through the dc/ac
power converter limits. However, this approach may fail if the
quasi-static power limits of the converter-interfaced renewable
generation are incorrectly estimated (e.g., MPP of PV) since
the converter and renewable generation limits would not be
identical [8]. Moreover, addressing power generation limits
through the ac/dc power converter limits does not account for
the dynamics nor inherent energy storage of the converter-
interfaced power generation [15].

Consequently, to overcome this challenge and as a step
towards explicitly rebalancing the converter-interfaced renew-
able generation through secondary control, we leverage the
energy-balancing dual-port GFM control (6). The mapping
between converter’s ac frequency and dc voltage makes the
inherent energy storage of the renewable generation (e.g., dc
voltage of PV and rotor speed of a WT) transparent to the
system and vice-versa. Moreover, if the renewable generation
reaches its limit, dual-port GFM control exhibits functions
of the standard GFL control without relying on the PLL
(see Sec. III-B). Ultimately, converter-interfaced renewable
generation can directly be rebalanced through standard sec-
ondary control schemes (e.g., AGC) by changing the set-points
for the dc voltage (i.e., for a PV) or rotor speed (i.e., for
a wind). Hence, the combination of dual-port GFM control
and AGC allows for i) systematic coordination of renewable
resources and their reserves in a GFM framework, and ii)
facilitates their participation in standard secondary frequency
control. Moreover, the flexibility and limits of the renewable
generation and limits of the dc/ac power converters can be
explicitly separated and addressed.

VI. AGC OF DUAL-PORT GFM CONTROLLED RENEWABLE
GENERATION AND LEGACY GENERATION

We can use the standard AGC control and update the
operating point of the renewable generation according to (8)
through the converter dc voltage and frequency set-points. In
the remainder of this section, we i) discuss implications of
the AGC on the device flexibility, ii) propose an anti-windup
enhanced AGC to address stability concerns that arise due
to limited energy reserves and flexibility of electrical power
systems with significant amount of renewable generation, and
iii) discuss the main properties and advantages of AGC of
dual-port GFM controlled renewable generation.

A. Renewable generation: set-point update

One of the main advantages of the energy-balancing dual-
port GFM control is that it explicitly dispatches the power
generation behind the converter through the dc voltage and ac
frequency set-points instead of dispatching the power injection

of the converter. Hence, the flexibility of a PV can be directly
leveraged by changing the dc voltage set-point, while the
wind generation is rebalanced by changing the rotor speed set-
point. By using the AGC signal PAGC,i, computed from (8),
for curtailed renewable generation (kg,l > 0), we proposed
to update the set-points of the converter-interfaced renewable
generation using the power generation sensitivities (3),(5) and

v?l,AGC = v?l −
αl
kg,l

PAGC,i, ω
?
r,l,AGC = ω?r,l −

αl
kg,l

PAGC,i. (9)

The participation factor is given by αl := P ?g,l/P
?
Σ, where P ?Σ

is the total power generated in the synchronous area. If kg,l =
0, then αl = 0. Therefore, if an area with significant share of
the converter-interfaced renewable generation has reserves or
flexibility to respond to variations in load or power generation,
AGC of dual-port GFM behaves as a standard AGC applied to
legacy synchronous generation. However, if system does not
have enough reserves, new challenges are introduced.

B. AGC of dual-port GFM: power reserves & anti-windup

In contrast to fully dispatchable synchronous generation,
the flexibility of the converter-interfaced renewable generation
depends on environmental conditions (e.g., solar irradiation,
temperature, wind speed, etc.). Hence, if a synchronous area
with significant amount of the converter-interfaced renewable
generation participates in the secondary control, its energy
reserves and flexibility may be insufficient to cover load
variations within the area. This leads to the winding up of
the integrator in (8). Consequently, once the load in the
synchronous area with insufficient power reserves falls below
its generation limits, the system may become unstable. To
overcome this obstacle, we use anti-windup feedback, com-
monly used to limit the integrator output, and modify (8) as
follows

PAGC,i= βiyACE,i + xI , (10a)

TAGC,i
d
dtxI= yACE,i−kaw

(
PAGC,i−sat

Pmax,i

Pmin,i
(PAGC,i)

)
. (10b)

For the setting considered in the manuscript, it suffices to
consider the aggregate upper and lower limits Pmax,i and
Pmin,i of the renewable generation in each area at the system-
level secondary control. Therefore, assuming large enough
areas with diverse renewable generation, it appears reasonable
that the aggregate renewable generation limit changes slowly
and the limits used in the secondary control layer can be
updated on the time scales of markets. A possible approach
in addressing limited flexibility of renewable generation is
that renewable plant operators only bid control reserves into
the secondary control market that the renewable generation
can guarantee based on the forecasts and historical data [18].
However, this approach may result in very conservative bids.
Rigorously identifying flexibility of the renewable generation
and the impact of different bidding strategies is seen as an
interesting area for future work. Instead, in this work, we focus
on how to avoid instability if all renewable generation within
an area reaches its limits.

5



C. Discussion

If there are enough reserves within the inner-area, AGC of
dual-port GFM control behaves as a standard AGC returning
the system to the nominal frequency and scheduled inter-area
power flows. It also rebalances devices’ short-term inherent
energy storage without requiring additional coordination. No-
tably, this approach is fully compatible with prevailing system-
level secondary control and device-level control and dynamics
of legacy devices (e.g., machine-interfaced generation).

Another advantage of AGC through dual-port GFM control
is that the entire range of standard functions of GFL and GFM
converters is provided, i.e., from GFM inertia support and pri-
mary frequency control to resilient, approximate MPP control
without relying on the PLL [9]. Moreover, combination of
AGC and dual-port GFM control can be also easily extended to
facilitate non-interacting secondary frequency control through
high voltage dc transmission [11]. This topic is seen as an
interesting area for future research.

Finally, the main control objective of the AGC is returning
frequency and the inter-area power flows (tie-line power flows)
to their nominal values. However, for areas with a signifi-
cant amount of converter-interfaced renewables, the necessary
power reserves may not be available. Nevertheless, if there
are enough reserves in the neighboring areas, the system
will stay stable while the frequency and tie-line power flow
would not be returned to their nominal values. To improve
the situational awareness of AGC, we propose an anti-windup
strategy. Moreover, insufficient power reserves can be resolved
by i) adding significant storage, or ii) worst-case reserve
strategies, but both would require very conservative reserves
and likely end up very costly. Alternatively, one could rely
on expected values for reserves and only ensure stability but
not meet all objectives of secondary frequency control in case
there are not enough reserves.

VII. CASE STUDY

Next, we use an EMT simulation to illustrate the results.

A. Benchmark system

We use the IEEE-9 bus system, shown in Fig. 3. The
aggregate frequency dynamics of area 1 are modeled through
the synchronous generator, at bus 1. Area 2 contains a single-
stage PV system (PV, at bus 2) and PMSG wind turbine (WT,
at bus 3). The 100MW synchronous generator at bus 1 is
modeled using an 8-th order synchronous machine model with
AC1A exciter model, automatic voltage regulator, a multi band
power system stabilizer, and a first-order turbine model with
5% speed droop. We use 75 MW aggregate model of 5 MW
PMSG wind turbines with back-to-back two-level voltage
source converters. The PV system parameters are obtained
by aggregating 5000 parallel strings of 90 modules (AUO
PM060MBR). In other words, the PVs’ approximate maximal
power and corresponding voltage are 137 MW and 2946 V.
Moreover, we use an averaged model of a two-level voltage
source converter with RLC filter and cascaded inner current
and voltage PI controllers (cf. [19]). The ac lines and dc
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Fig. 3. Benchmark system consist of two ac areas.

cables are modeled using the standard π-line dynamics while
transformers are explicitly modeled via dynamical models [9].

Both areas have a nominal frequency of fb = 50 Hz, base
power Sb = 100 MW, and the nominal ac voltage magnitude
is Vac,b = 230 kV. The remaining parameters can be found
in [9] and references therein.

B. Simulation results

For the nominal operation of the benchmark system de-
scribed in Sec. VII-A, we simulate i) a sequence with load
steps occurring at different times and different locations in
the benchmark system, and ii) load steps of different sizes,
occurring at the same place in the system for different kaw.

1) Sequence: We simulate the following sequence: i) t =
1 min, a load step of 0.075 p.u at bus 8 and bus 1, ii) at
t = 13.75 min, a load step of 0.1 p.u. at bus 7, and iii) at
t = 21.25 min, the load step of 0.1 p.u. at bus 7 is removed.
The simulation results are shown in Fig 4. We verify the
compatibility of the standard AGC and AGC of dual-port GFM
control. In particular, after the load steps at t = 1 min, each
area responds to its own disturbance restoring the frequency
to its nominal value and the tie-line power to its scheduled
value. Moreover, the operating points of the synchronous
generator and renewable generation are updated. After the load
step at t = 13.75 min, the renewable generation in area 2
reaches its MPP, and area 1 is supplying the remaining power.
Consequently, the frequency is not restored to the nominal
value and the tie-line power flow deviates from the scheduled.
However, due to the anti-windup after the load step is removed
at t = 21.25 min, the frequency and tie-line power return to
their nominal and scheduled values.

2) Different anti-windup gains: To illustrate the influence
of the anti-windup on the AGC of dual-port GFM, we simulate
i) at t = 1 min a load step of 0.2 p.u at bus 8, and remove it
ii) at t ≈ 7.2 min. For different values of the anti-windup
gain k′aw = kawκaw, where κaw = {0, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10},
Fig. 5 illustrates the system’s behavior after the added load is
removed. Standard AGC without anti-windup (i.e., k′aw = 0)
does not restore the system to its nominal frequency within
a reasonable amount of time and jeopardizes system stability
and reliability under subsequent load/generation disturbances.
These concerns are resolved by AGC with anti-windup.
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Fig. 4. Simulation results for a series of load steps in area 1 and area 2 of the test system shown in Fig. 3
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Fig. 5. The frequency response of the test system for different anti-windup
gains k′aw = kawκaw with κaw = {0, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10}. After the added
load at bus 8 is removed at t ≈ 7.2 min the system returns to the nominal
frequency range highlighted in gray.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this work, we showed that energy-balancing dual-port
GFM control is fully compatible with the standard AGC and
that it allows to fully leverage the flexibility of renewable
generation to facilitate participation in secondary frequency
control. In particular, we leveraged reduced-order models to
model the limitations of renewables within the context of
AGC and developed an anti-windup scheme for AGC in
areas dominated by converter-interfaced renewable generation.
Finally, the performance of the proposed anti-windup scheme
are illustrated and validated using an EMT simulation.
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